TRANSPORTATION & PARKING COMMITTEE
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 23, 2019 6:00 P.M. – 7:30 P.M.
Lorraine H. Morton Civic Center, 2100 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, IL 60201
Room 2404

1. Call to Order / Declaration of Quorum
2. Citizen Comments
3. Approval of Meeting Minutes of October 24, 2018
4. Downtown Overnight Parking Restrictions – For Action
5. 717 Howard Lot Update– For Action
6. Complete & Green Streets Policy Report - Discussion
7. Parklet Policy Introduction - Discussion
8. Commercial Loading Zone Policy – Discussion
9. ParkEvanston App Wallet Incentive – Discussion
10. Street Cleaning Restrictions/ Enforcement – Discussion
11. Updates
A. Transportation Updates
B. Parking Updates
12. ADJOURNMENT
Next Meeting: February 27, 2019 at 6:00pm
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TRANSPORTATION AND PARKING COMMITTEE
Wednesday, November 28, 2018
6:00 P.M. – 7:30 P.M.
Lorraine H. Morton Civic Center
Room 2404, Evanston, IL 60201
MEMBERS PRESENT: Ald. Wynne, T. Dubin, Ald. Revelle, B. J. Miller, L. Young
MEMBERS ABSENT: Ald. Fleming, A. Añón
STAFF PRESENT: Parking Manager Jill Velan, Capital Planning and Engineering Bureau Chief Laura
Biggs, Senior Project Manager Rajeev Dahal
PRESIDING MEMBER: Ald. Wynne
______________________________________________________________________________
1. Call to Order / Declaration of Quorum
Chairman Ald. Wynne declared a quorum at 6:35 P.M.
2. Citizen Comments
Dan Joseph gave updates on both the 213 and 206 bus routes. He talked about how the signage on
the 213 route is lacking on CTA’s end.
Bianca Catilano and Kathleen Smith (owners of Spenga) – talked about the overnight parking ban
near their studio and how it affects classes that begin as early as 5:30 am 3 times a week. They
mention that the overnight restrictions were changed for other gyms and are hoping that the times
can be adjusted around their business.

3. Approval of Meeting Minutes of October 24, 2018
Item 1
Motion to approve made by Alderman B. J. Miller and seconded by T. Dubin
A vote was called and taken. Motion passed unanimously 4-0.
4. Downtown Overnight Parking Restrictions - Discussion
Parking Manager Jill Velan discussed the current overnight parking restriction and why they are
in place. Currently staff does need to review the city code as there are areas where the
restrictions are not consistent. With this review she is also looking for direction to come up with
a more comprehensive plan for overnight restriction in the downtown area. Jill has had some
discussions about a 2 am – 5 am restriction (a change from the current 3 am – 6 am in most
areas) but the last minute nature of this request didn’t allow enough research time.
Alderman Wynne talked about how previous changes came about and how there was push back
in the past as Public Works needs to make sure they have enough time to service the area. She
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suggested putting a temporary ban on writing these types of tickets around Spenga until more
research could be done in advance of the next meeting in January.

5. Commercial Loading Zone Policy - Discussion
Parking Manager Jill Velan brings up the increase in recent requests and needs direction in coming
up with a comprehensive plan for commercial loading zones. She thinks the process should either
be an administrative one or a policy where loading zones are pre-determined for each street. Jill
also suggests that we could use the way that Reserved Handicap Spaces (W-Spaces) are approved as
a guide to how loading zone requests could be handled.
Senior Project Manager Rajeev Dahal brings up how the residential loading zone process could also
use an overhaul and be included in this process.
Alderman Wynne states that staff should come up with a process and bring it back to a future
meeting.

6. 717 Howard Lot - Discussion
Parking Manager Jill Velan leads off the discussion letting the committee know that Alderman Ann
Rainey could not make it to the meeting but what she is looking for is to split the cost of the
development between the Parking Fund and the Howard & Ridge Tax Increment Financing (TIF)
District.
Jill states that this is not currently in the budget and a question was asked about if there was a plan
in place for development in the lot.
Capital Planning and Engineering Bureau Chief Laura Biggs stated that the plan was to turn the land
into a pay parking lot but there were some concerns about the TIF. By the time plans to turn the
land into a lot became serious it was after the deadline for the 2019 budget. The total estimated
cost to renovate the land would be $250,000 and at this time the proposal from Alderman Rainey
would be to split it 50/50 between the TIF and the Parking Fund.
Jill stated that the current staff recommendation would not be to split the cost and use Parking
Fund money for development in the lot.
Linda Young asked if TIF money could be used to pay back the parking fund if the cost was initially
split.
Staff was unsure but would look into this option.
Alderman Revelle suggests presenting more information about the TIF and Alderman Wynne
suggested that staff do some research into and that we can start the planning stage and figure out
the funding.
This item will be brought back to the committee at the next meeting (January 2019).
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7. Central St Business District Parking Permit - Discussion
Parking Manager Jill Velan talked about the issues that employees have with parking in the this
corridor and compared it to the pending Main/Dempster pilot program. She suggested adding the
Central business area to the this pilots but is looking for direction on how much should be charged
for daytime parking only in the area.
The discussion revolved around the impact this type of permit would have in the area as well on if
charging full price (Currently $90 per year) for a non-residential permit and if other tech solutions
(Spot Hero etc) could help.
Jill stated that staff would review and come back to the committee with a suggested price for the
permit.

8. Parking Updates
J. Velan updated the committee on Lot 5 (Hills Arts District). The previously suggested changes in
Lot 5 have prompted renewed interest from residents and businesses in the area. As a result staff
will conduct a study in the area and will also look at trying out some other temporary parking
solutions in the area
There was a presentation for Street Light Master by consultant Mike Kerr. Mr. Kerr went highlighted
the standards the city was looking to start implementing throughout the city. The main highlights
were that the current light levels in Evanston were low when compared to the national standards
across the board. There is no smart lighting currently in the city and the current fixtures lose light
from the top. The recommendation is to use LED lights and when Tallmadge heads were replaced
that we should replace them with replica Tallmadge heads that are more efficient, more dark sky
compliant, and have less glare while maintain the same look. Evanston’s alley lighting program
looks good, but it was the recommendation that for any new construction that any trees planted to
not be planted within 25 feet of the project. It is also recommended that the city implement start
metering to help the city keep track of current usage. Total replacements of all lights, fixtures,
meters, and light poles in the city would be approximately 80 million, with the cost reducing based
on the scale of the replacements. That is not the current plan. The plan would be to target new
developments, high accident locations, uncontrolled school crossings/crosswalks, areas around
schools, parks, and transit stops and any area flagged by EPD that could use more lighting.
9. Adjournment
A Motion to adjourn was made by Alderman Wynne at 7:50 P.M. A vote was called and then
taken. Motion passed unanimously.
The next Committee Meeting is January 23, 2019.

Memorandum
To:

Alderman Eleanor Revelle, Chairman
Members of the Transportation/Parking Committee

From:

Jill Velan, Parking Division Manager

Subject:

Section 10-11-9 Schedule IX; Parking Prohibited at Certain Times

Date:

January 23, 2019

Recommended Action:
This item is presented for discussion and/or action on the City’s current overnight
parking restrictions in the downtown area.

Summary:
For various operational needs the City Prohibits parking throughout the City at certain
times of the day/night. City Staff has received a complaint from Spenga, 1026 Davis
Street a downtown business that opens at 5:00 am but has a parking restriction until
6:00 am on the block adjacent to their front entrance.
Staff is currently conducting a parking study of the downtown area for overnight parking.
Because of important operational needs we are not prepared to make a
recommendation about a uniform change to the overnight parking restrictions at this
time. Staff will bring back a recommendation to the Committee within the next two
months.
If the Committee would like to consider the request from Spenga separate from the
overall downtown overnight parking restriction, staff would suggest that the change be
limited to the south side of block.

Memorandum
To:

Alderman Eleanor Revelle, Chairman
Members of the Transportation/Parking Committee

From:

Jill Velan, Parking Division Manager

Subject:

717 Howard Street Parking Lot Conversion/Upgrade Cost Sharing

Date:

January 23, 2019

Recommended Action:
Discussion followed by Committee guidance on proposal that the Parking Fund would
share the costs with the Howard & Ridge Tax Increment Financing (TIF) District related
to the parking lot rehabilitation and improvement of the city owned vacant property
located at 717 Howard St.
Summary:
At the November 28, 2018 Transportation/Parking Committee meeting there were
several questions asked which will be presented Wednesday night.
The city owns certain real property located at 721-723 Howard Street and 717 Howard
Street in Evanston, Illinois (PIN: 11-30-124-027-0000; 11-30-124-026-0000; 11-30-124025-0000; 11-30-124-024-0000). The city purchased the properties from BMO Harris in
March 2014 after the bank foreclosed on them.
Since that time, the city has come a long way in creating the Howard Street Theatre
Development and making substantial exterior and interior improvements. Since the city
owns the adjoining vacant property, a proposal was made to convert the underutilized
property into an officially designated parking lot and to have the Parking Fund pay for
50% of the associated costs.
Because of all the issues involved and the questions this proposal creates, this item is
being introduced for discussion and further direction from the Transportation and
Parking Committee.

Memorandum
To:

Alderman Melissa Wynne, Chairman
Members of the Transportation & Parking Committee

From:

Jessica Hyink, Transportation & Mobility Coordinator

Subject:

Complete and Green Streets Policy Report

Date:

January 18, 2019

Summary:
The Complete and Green Streets (CGS) Policy requires measuring and reporting on the
following five metrics on an annual basis.






Mode-share for healthy, active modes of transportation
Air Quality
Public Way User Safety
Equitable access to healthy, active modes of transportation
Approved exceptions from the Complete and Green Streets policy

Additional metrics are included in the CGS policy for evaluation of planned
developments through the Design and Project Review committee and of Capital
Improvement Projects (CIP) through Public Works. These metrics are included as part
of the Livability Checklist. This report focuses on the metrics required for annual
reporting. Although not required as part of the CGS Policy, staff will provide a summary
of the Livability Checklist metrics, evaluating planned developments and CIP, at a
following meeting.
Background:
The City Council passed the first Complete Streets policy on January 27, 2014. In order
to measure the successes of Complete Street improvements in Evanston, the policy
was revised to include metrics. These metrics are intended to be applied to private
planned developments and the City’s Capital Improvement Projects. As part of the
revision green streets measures were also incorporated. The revised Complete and
Green Streets Policy was adopted on June 5, 2017 and is attached as Appendix A.
Metrics:
The City will measure the success of the CGS policy by measuring and reporting on the
following metrics on an annual basis. The report shall be delivered to the Transportation

and Parking Committee by no later than January 31; in the event of a lack of Committee
meetings, then the report shall be delivered to the Administration and Public Works
Committee by no later than February 28:
Mode-share for healthy, active modes of transportation:


Measured by: U.S. Census American Community Survey Commute to Work for
mode shares including Public Transit, Walking, Carpooling, Bicycling, and Taxi;
and annual Divvy Evanston membership and trips

The commute to work mode share changed negligibly over a five year period (Table 1).
Single occupancy vehicle trips witnessed the greatest percentage decrease followed by
walk to work trips. The percentage of carpooled to work trips increased the greatest.
Table 1 Commute to Work Mode Share in Evanston by Year

Mode
Drove alone
Carpooled
Public transportation
Walked
Bicycle
Taxicab, motorcycle, or other means
Worked at home
Workers 16 years and over

1

2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
48.60% 47.60% 47.10% 46.80% 46.60%
6.20%
6.00%
6.40%
7.40%
7.70%
21.20% 21.60% 22.10% 22.20% 22.10%
12.10% 12.50% 11.70% 10.70% 10.50%
3.30%
3.50%
3.50%
3.60%
3.10%
1.10%
0.80%
1.00%
1.00%
1.30%
7.50%
8.00%
8.20%
8.20%
8.80%
35,457
35,553
35,867
35,957
35,574

Since inception in June 2016, Divvy active annual membership has steadily increased
(Figure 1). While the trend line for number of trips continues to increase as well,
ridership continues to be greatest in months with warmer weather (Figure 2).
Figure 1 Evanston Active Annual Divvy Members

1

U.S. Census Bureau; American Community Survey, 2013 - 2017 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates,
Table S0801; generated using American FactFinder; <http://factfinder.census.gov>; (7 January 2019).

Figure 2 Number of Divvy Trips per Month and Member Type

Air Quality:


Measured by: The City’s Livability Goal for Greenhouse Gas Emissions
reduction, including the percentage of metric tons of carbon dioxide reduced from
the City’s 2005 baseline as reported annually in the City’s Sustainability Annual
Report

In 2018 the City approved a new Climate Action and Resilience Plan (CARP) to replace
the City’s Sustainability Annual Report. This report uses the CARP data as the most
recent analysis for Greenhouse Gas Emissions in the City. The following information is
taken directly from the CARP.
Obtaining local transportation and mobility data has been a challenge for the City for
numerous years and is an obstacle that many smaller jurisdictions face. As indicated in
the Climate Mitigation section of the plan, data collection is listed as a “preliminary step”
in order to make measurable improvements in mobility and transportation metrics.
The Mobility and Transportation section of the Emissions Inventory is made up of three
parts: 1) Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) analysis, 2) Fuel Sales Factor, and 3) Chicago
Transit Authority (CTA) Rail electricity consumption. Additional factors may be added in
the near future, as the City evaluates how to capture emissions from alternative fuel
vehicles, such as compressed natural gas and electric/hybrid electric.
1. Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT): The Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning
(CMAP) conducts a regional VMT study every five years. They were able to
perform an additional layer of analysis to extract Evanston’s proportional
contribution to the regional VMT. Thus, the included data does not reflect actual
activity in Evanston, but rather serves as a placeholder for locally generated

data. Given that the regional analysis is only completed every five years, there is
only “actual” data for 2005, 2010 and 2015. Years 2016 and 2017 show different
values, as will future years, because fuel sales are used as a factor to provide
local “tempering” of the VMT data. See below for a complete explanation.
2. Fuel Sales Factor: In previous emissions inventories, the City relied exclusively
on fuel sales to account for the transportation portion of emissions. The City still
recognizes the value that fuel sales can provide in terms of providing a locally
specific data point to evaluate changes in local behavior. As a result, the City has
established a methodology where the annual percentage change in fuel sales is
applied to the most recent year that VMT data is available, in this case 2015.
This factoring or “tempering” allows for local activity to be expressed on an
annual basis in the inventory.
3. CTA Rail: In 2005, CTA Rail accounted for 13.5% of transportation emissions
and in 2017 that proportion had shrunk to 8%. Given that emissions and
electrical consumption used by CTA Rail is outside of the City’s direct control and
oversight, there is not much attention paid to this emissions area. Efforts to
influence this area of emissions would likely have to take the form of advocacy to
the CTA to purchase renewable energy or install onsite generation for their
usage.
Table 2 Greenhouse Gas Emissions in Evanston by Year in MTCO2e

Emissions Type
VMT Community
CTA Rail
Total Transportation
Non-Transportation
Total

2005 Baseline
121,736
18,785
140,521
902,706
1,043,227

2013
118,084
22,085
140,169
750,495
890,664

2014
118,084
21,416
139,500
683,967
823,467

2015
118,556
13,396
131,952
687,674
819,626

2016
122,148
11,263
133,411
630,292
763,703

2017
142,925
11,708
154,633
638,633
793,266

Since 2005, overall community-wide emissions have decreased by 24%. Over the same
period, however, transportation emissions have increased by 10%. These increased
emissions are a direct result of higher fuel sales in 2017.

MTCO2e

Figure 3 Transportation Greenhouse Gas Emissions in Evanston by Year in MTCO2e
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Public Way User Safety:


Measured by: Rates of Citywide injuries and fatalities within the Public Way by
mode on an annual basis

Obtaining recent crash data proved challenging. Although the Evanston Police
Department (EPD) releases an annual report on crash data, this report does not list
injuries and fatalities by mode. EPD states injury and fatality data cannot be separated
by mode without manually reviewing every crash report and recommended obtaining
the data from the Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT).
Crash data with injury and fatality data by mode is available through IDOT. However
IDOT only has data available through 2016 and will not release 2017 data until later this
year. Staff is working with EPD to improve injury and fatality reporting for future years.
In the most recently available data, fatalities remain constant across all modes (Table
3). The total numbers of pedestrian and bicyclist crashes and injuries have decreased
slightly since 2013. EPD has stated a crash report is completed for pedestrian and
bicyclist crashes when an injury is reported. Thus changes in pedestrian and bicycle
crashes directly correlate with reported pedestrian and bicyclist injuries. The numbers of
vehicle injuries have varied only slightly even with increased numbers of crashes.
Table 3 Citywide Crashes in the Public Way by Mode and Year

Mode
Pedestrian

Bicyclist

Vehicle

All Modes

Number
Total
Injury
Fatality
Total
Injury
Fatality
Total
Injury
Fatality
Total
Injury
Fatality

2013
53
53
0
62
60
0
1093
165
0
1208
278
0

2014
43
40
1
47
45
1
1181
160
1
1271
245
3

2015
46
44
1
55
55
0
1299
183
1
1400
282
2

2

2016
45
45
0
50
49
1
1194
159
1
1289
253
2

Equitable access to healthy, active modes of transportation:


2

Measured by:
o Total households within ¼ mile of a bus stop, ¼ mile of a bicycle
route/bicycle lane/shared-use path, ¼ mile of a Divvy station, or ½ mile to
a rail stop
o Percentage of total households that are of low to moderate income and
minority status within defined transportation access areas

Illinois Department of Transportation; Illinois Roadway Crash Data, 2013 – 2016; <
http://www.idot.illinois.gov/transportation-system/safety/Illinois-Roadway-Crash-Data>; (7 January 2019).

Obtaining household data aligning to walked distances of healthy, active modes of
transportation has also proved challenging. The City has residential address data that
can provide a close approximation of households within a distance to transit modes.
However, this residential address data may not account for multiple households living at
the same address or living at an address not classified as residential.
Census data is not compatible as the boundaries of census data do not align with
distances to healthy, active modes of transportation. An estimate could be obtained by
proportioning census boundaries overlapping distance boundaries, but this proves
unwieldy when considering the varying and mixed land uses within Evanston, i.e.
census boundaries are not limited to residential land uses. Thus census boundaries
extending outside of the distance to healthy, active modes of transportation would have
to be proportioned based on land use as well. Without census data, identification of
moderate income and minority status household data is not currently available. Staff is
working with the City’s Geographic Information Specialist to determine solutions to
obtaining this data.
While census data may not yield data on household access to active modes of
transportation, staff may be able to obtain information on numbers of affordable units
added at planned developments. This information will not provide data on the
percentage of households of low to moderate income or minority status within a
distance to healthy, active modes of transportation but will provide an estimate of
affordable units. The number of affordable units within a distance to healthy, active
modes of transportation will presented as part of a follow up report.
Although household demographic data is difficult to obtain, the relevancy of the data
may be limited, as total households within ¼ mile of public transit stops (Figure 4) and
within ¼ mile of a bicycle route/bicycle lane/shared-use path (Figure 5) cover nearly the
entire City. Therefore analyzing household demographic data within these boundaries
would yield only data on changing population trends within Evanston and not access to
these modes of transportation.
While other healthy, active modes currently provide nearly full coverage of the City,
equitable access to Divvy stations has provided opportunities for improvement (Figure
6). Staff began to address large gaps in Divvy coverage area in 2018, through the
addition of three stations (Figure 7). The increase in the number of households within
walking distances is in Table 4 below.
Table 4 Households within Walking
Distance to Divvy Stations by Year

Station Distance
1/4 Mile
1/2 Mile

2017
13,899
25,873

2018
16,393
29,487

Figure 4 2017 Transit Walk Analysis

Figure 4 depicts the walk distance within ¼ mile of a bus stop and ½ mile of a train stop.
While the number of train stops is unlikely to change at this time, bus stop data did
change in 2018 due to the reorganization of routes through the CTA and Pace North
Shore Coordination Plan. Staff is awaiting updated geographic information systems data
to update the 2017 route data to 2018. However, both Pace and CTA provided flag
stops in 2018, allowing residents to flag the bus to stop at most locations on the bus
route.

Figure 5 2018 Bicycle Routes, Lanes, and Paths

Figure 5 depicts all bicycle lane, route, and path infrastructure as of the end of 2018.

Figure 6 2017 Divvy Station Walk Analysis

Figure 7 2018 Divvy Station Walk Analysis

Approved exceptions from the Complete and Green Streets policy:


Measured by: the number of projects that received approved exceptions from this
policy

Since the passing of the CGS policy, no project has received an approved exemption. A
summary of the metrics collected on planned developments and CIP projects will be
reported at a later meeting.
Appendix:

Appendix A. Complete and Green Streets Policy

Memorandum
To:

Alderman Melissa Wynne, Chairman
Members of the Transportation & Parking Committee

From:

Jessica Hyink, Transportation & Mobility Coordinator

Subject:

Parklet Policy Introduction

Date:

January 18, 2019

Summary:
A parklet is a structure constructed for a permanent or seasonal period of time that
extends the public sidewalk/domain into one or multiple public parking spaces. Parklets
are designed to foster unique placemaking in business districts. One or two businesses
in the immediate vicinity of the parklet often manage the parklet. However, the parklet is
meant to be a public space shared by all.
The City approved Hewn to participate in a parklet pilot program in April 2015. This
program expired last year. Community Development, Public Works, and Parking
Division staff have begun meeting to discuss the creation of a formal policy to allow
other entities to apply to host a parklet. Staff is seeking direction from the Transportation
and Parking Committee on moving forward with a formal parklet policy and request
comment by February 6, 2019.
Policy Guidelines:
Staff reviewed several existing parklet policies. Many municipalities reference the City of
San Francisco Parklet Manual, which encourages other municipalities to use the policy
as a resource. San Francisco was the first U.S. city to introduce parklets in parking
stalls and actually coined the term parklet. The San Francisco parklet policy can be
found online at:
http://pavementtoparks.org/wp-content/uploads/Parklet_Manual_2018FINAL_upload.pdf
Although the City and San Francisco vary in many aspects, City staff recommends
using the San Francisco parklet policy as a guide, due to its comprehensive nature.
Topics covered in the guide include site selection, design and engineering standards,
required accessibility features, proof of community consent and neighborhood outreach,
City approval process, inspection and installation process, pricing, upkeep and
maintenance, insurance, and permit renewal.

Background:
In July 2014, the owners of Hewn presented their plan of creating and managing a
public parklet in the 800 block of Dempster Street in a joint meeting of the Parking &
Transportation Committee and the Economic Development Committee. The direction
from the Committees was for Hewn to move forward and develop a parklet and report
back to the Parking & Transportation Committee on the progress and utilization of the
parklet. An agreement was entered into with Hewn that the Committee would make a
recommendation to City Council on whether the City Council should approve permission
for future utilization of the parking spaces for the parklet.
In April 2015, the Transportation and Parking Committee approved Hewn to continue to
operate its parklet under a four-year parklet pilot program. This program allowed Hewn
to install the parklet from April 15 through November 1. In 2018, the parklet pilot
program expired.

Memorandum
To:

Alderman Eleanor Revelle, Chairman
Members of the Transportation/Parking Committee

From:

Jill Velan, Parking Division Manager

Subject:

Commercial Loading Zone Policy

Date:

January 23, 2019

Recommended Action:
This item is presented for discussion and recommendations on the City’s current
practices related to City wide parking and transportation.
Summary:
As discussed at the November 28, 2018 Transportation/Committee meeting the number
of loading zone requests has increased exponentially over the last twelve months.
Staff has started a review of loading zones in the business districts and residential
areas. We will bring back information to the Committee over the next two meetings.
February’s meeting will focus on the business districts and March’s meeting will include
residential areas (including schools and institutions).
Initially, Staff has been evaluating deliveries, passenger pick-up/drop-off, and short-term
parking to understand what efficiencies can be made in the most congested areas.
Basic guidelines being considered for the business districts are:
- All loading zones are shared use.
- Only one loading zone per block face.
- No loading zones allowed if access to off-street parking or alley/driveway is available.
- All loading zones are located at the end of a block or alley/driveway depending on
location.
- Use of Flashers while in the loading zone required.
- All loading zones within the parking meter areas would be required to pay the
meter/paystation.
Based on these potential guidelines staff is reviewing the current loading zone requests
and will bring them forward to the Committee in February.

Memorandum
To:

Alderman Eleanor Revelle, Committee Chair
Members of the Transportation/Parking Committee

From:

Jill Velan, Parking Division Manager

Subject:

ParkEvanston App Wallet Incentive

Date:

January 23, 2019

Recommended Action:
Staff recommends that the Transportation/Parking Committee consider an incentive to
use the City’s ParkEvanston App mobile wallet feature.
Summary:
In November 2017 the City upgraded its mobile parking payment features and rebranded the Passport Parking app to ParkEvanston. Included in this upgrade was a
feature that allows customers to load money onto a mobile wallet and use this wallet
instead of their credit card per transaction.
Because Passport offers mobile wallet technology, the City’s merchant processing costs
have seen a reduction. Daily parkers who do not use the mobile wallet, have their credit
cards debited daily, and each time the City incurs both a fixed credit card transaction
fee and a percent fee based on the total dollar amount transaction. On transactions as
small as $1.50 to $3, fees can reduce the amount of the parking fee the City receives by
.25 to .40 cents on every transaction. By preloading the wallet and only incurring the
fee once on the amount that is preloaded, processing costs are reduced and more of
the money paid by parkers is realized as revenue by the City.
In March 2019, the City’s parking meter rates are increasing to $1.50 per hour. Staff is
recommending that the City institute program for customers to open a mobile wallet
through ParkEvanston at $20.00 and receive an addition $5.00. This will reduce the
amount of credit card transaction fees that are paid by the City and help defray
convenience fees that the parker pays by using the ParkEvanston App.
If the Transportation/Parking Committee recommends approval, staff will move forward
with the appropriate documentation to present to the City Council.

Memorandum
To:

Alderman Eleanor Revelle, Committee Chair
Members of the Transportation/Parking Committee

From:

Jill Velan, Parking Division Manager

Subject:

Street Cleaning Restrictions/Enforcement

Date:

January 23, 2019

Recommended Action:
Discussion of Street Cleaning Restrictions and Enforcement
Summary:
Currently the City has posted signs in residential areas for once a month street cleaning
between March and November each year. On street cleaning days there is no parking
between 9:00 am – 4:00 pm for streets that only allow parking on one side. For streets
that allow parking on both sides, the restriction is either between 9:00 am – 1:00 pm or
12:00 – 4:00 pm depending on the area.
This item was requested for discussion regarding enforcement of the restriction after the
street cleaning has occurred.

Memorandum
To:

Alderman Melissa Wynne, Chairman
Members of the Transportation & Parking Committee

From:

Jessica Hyink, Transportation & Mobility Coordinator

Subject:

Transportation & Mobility Updates

Date:

January 18, 2019

Summary:
This memorandum provides a brief update on items related to the work conducted by
the Transportation & Mobility Coordinator.
Transit Updates:
a) Pace Bus Stop Program:
o Pace will install bus shelters at no cost to the City, including excavation
and concrete work for the placement of the shelter as needed.
o Maintenance, cleaning, and repair of all shelters is managed by Pace.
o The program is funded through advertising revenue.
 Pace will pay the City a percentage of the advertising revenue.
 The City may stipulate no ads with alcohol.
o To participate, the City must waive the cost of construction permit
application fees and fast-track the permitting and inspection process.
o The bus shelter design is limited to six styles selected by Pace.
o More information can be found online:
 http://www.pacebus.com/pdf/2017_Pace_Ad_Shelter_Program.pdf
b) Pace Posted Stops Only
o Pace mailed a letter to the Mayor, on December 27, 2018, announcing all
flagged stops will be converted to posted stops only.
 Staff received this notification on January 14, 2019.
o Staff is currently collecting additional information from Pace for
presentation at the February Transportation and Parking Committee
meeting.
c) CTA Red/Purple Modernization (RPM) Program Update
o On December 26, 2018, the Evanston Round Table Traffic Guy reported
on the potential for ‘L’ stop consolidation in Evanston. Upon follow up, staff
determined this report was based on an archived document from 2010.

Stop consolidation was evaluated as part of the Phase One RPM program
but was not selected as part of the funded projects in Phase One.
o The RPM program beyond Phase One requires analyzing potential
improvements/projects along the Red-Purple corridor and then selecting
projects, with community input, into a ‘Phase Two’ and possibly additional
phases beyond that.
o CTA is studying the implementation of additional future phases of the
RPM program and in 2018 entered into an agreement with the City of
Evanston to share financial resources that support planning efforts in
furtherance of improvements to Purple Line ‘L’ stations, track, and
infrastructure in Evanston. The planning efforts will analyze potential
capital construction projects and group those projects into a realistic RPM
Phase Two. It will also take into account the future steps required to
implement a Phase Two project and explore funding scenarios. CTA is
currently refining the planning efforts scope of work, along with other
related project documents, and will be bringing a consultant on board.
o There are currently no plans to consolidate any CTA train stops in
Evanston, as the work of studying potential improvements to the Purple
Line under the current planning efforts has yet to begin.

